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MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT:()Contact with AECASSOWARY-2 on 18 August 1958

A meeting attended byr J andL (the undersigned)
with Subject was held in his office in New York on VI August. The following
business was discussed.

1. Brussels Fair

The following information was received by Subject in correspondence
from AECASSOWARY-27 who is supervising AECASSOWARY activities at the Pair.

AECASSOWARY-27 mailed about 1 dozen souvenir envelopes (sample
attached) which the Soviets sell for use by tourists to mail postcards and
greetings back home. The AICASSOWARTES have bought a supply of them which
they are planning to use for mailing copies of the INFORMATION BULLETIN to
private addresses in the Ukraine. They also plan to address copies Of the
INFORMATION BULLETIN to individuals whose names they pick up at the Fair.

During 14, 15, 21 and 22 July, the Soviet tourists who arrived
aboard the Ship "Gruzia" visited Brussels. At that time AECASSOWARY contact
(girl student) was in touch with them. She spoke with 7 Ukrainians: 3 from
Kharkov, 2 from Kiev, 1 from Donbas and 1 from Western Ukraine who refused
to identity his city of residence. There was another One from Ktivoy Rog
who presented. himself as a Rusdian. They all spoke in the Russian language.
The conversation revealed that they were, , all either engineer's or technicians
by profession. All carried cameras. The conversation concerned topics in
general. They were interested for example Why Belgian workers are so poor
"they work in wooden shoes." The student explained that it is the custom
in Belgium to use the so-called sabots for work. The Soviets asked Why she
doesn't return to the Ukraine. She explained that there were difficulties
in obtaining a visa and no guarantee that one would return. The inquirer
blushed and replied that times have changed. When she asked him whether she
would be permitted to visit any place she desired, he told her that he would
have to find this out from the group leader. Each evening the Soviets who
arrived on the "Gruzia" were returned to the ship for overnight lodging and
brought back the following morning in busses. The student got the impression
that the tourists were being watched because they showed little enthusiasm
for conversation and often glanced around to see if anyone was listening.
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The student placed 35 copies of the INFORMATION BULLETIN on a table in the
Soviet Pavillion. The following day they were gone but she could not deter-
mine whether tourists had picked them up or whether they were removed by the
Soviets.

The Ukrainian National State Chorus (110 men and women) arrived on
1 August. AECASSOWARY-27 was at the airport and saw them being led to busses
under close supervision. There are posters all over Brussels announcing
their performances. The first performance took place on 2 August and again
at midnight in the open air. (Comment: It is interesting to note that the
programs printed for the concerts given by the Chorus didn't contain any
reference to the "Soviet" Ukraine and that, except for 2 new Soviet songs,
the program was made up of old familiar Ukrainian folk songs.) The concert
started with an introduction in Ukrainian and French and singing of the
Belgian,. Soviet Ukrainian and USSR anthems. At the conclusion of the concert
a Belgian-born girl of Ukrainian descent asked for permission to hand a

Pr
bouquet of flowers to the dho 	

.° 

Permission was granted And the girl,
accompanied by the conduct° 	 eryovka, and his wife appeared on stage and
she handed them the flower with a greeting inscribed, "TO the bearers and
representatives of Ukrainian art a hearty welcome and wishes of great success
from Ukrainians in Belgium. Glory to the Ukraine."

Some of the Ukrainians who live in Brussels visited the artists in
the dressing room. One of the women aeked them why they didn't Sing the
Ukrainian national anthem, SHCHE NE `MERU UKRAINA, to which the conductor
replied, "We now have another anthem, but my wife still could sing SHCHE NE
VMERIA UKRAINA," and another one of the choristers added, "In the chorus
are many who could sing it."

During the midnight open-air concert, autographs wereobtained
from chorus members some of whom added, along with their names, the remark,
"Do not forget the Ukraine."

AECASSOWARY-27 learned that the choristers were being billeted at
a motel near the Fair grounds and sent Andriy (Ukrainian emigre living in
England) to register there as a tourist. (6 August)

When Andriy arrived the choritters were at dinner. He entered the
dinning room and was approaChed by one of the choristers who wanted to
exchange 1000 francs. Andriy spoke to the chorister in Ukrainian Who inquired
about his name and his place of residence. Andriy told him that he came from
England and VBS staying overnight at the motel. Later Andriy met with more
of the choristers in: another room and greeted them with, "Good day compatriots."
About 10 voices answered and began to question him about where he came from.
He told them he lives and works in England and came to Brussels for his
.vacation. Two of the choristers started a more intimate conversation with
Andriy when they departed from the group. They questioned him about the
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Ukrainian emigration in Great Britain. They asked whether it was difficult
to obtain a job there, whether they were treated like foreigners, what
difficulties families have in finding apartments, etc. They then asked
whether there were Ukrainian committees in the various countries where
Ukrainians live and whether there is cooperation among these committees.
One of them asked Andriy not to be too surprised at their questions, that
when they return home their friends will question them about life abroad
and about the Ukrainian emigration. Andriy inquired whether they met any
other Ukrainians abroad and they said that they had when they were in England
and that the Ukrainians in England asked them to extend their greetings to
the Ukraine ("POklin" - a bow of the head), Andriy asked them to do the same
for him. Andriy informed them extensively about the Ukrainian emigre life
in England and other European countries. Be told them that Ukrainian
committees cooperate with each other (sic) and that Ukrainians abroad have
no difficulties in establishing themselves and in finding jobs, that children's
Ukrainian-language evening schools and 'summer camps are being organized and
that the workers themselves pay the expenses. One of the choristers remarked,
"My friend, take care of your children, teach them about the Ukraine." They
were pleased to learn that there were Ukrainian choruses and choirs in the
West and promised to bring Andriy some sheet music.

In answer to Andriy's inquiry about Changes after Stalin's death,
they replied, "It was good before and it is not bad now." When Andriy
remarked that Ukrainians abroad are pretty well informed because 80% of
them are in correspondence with relatives in the Ukraine, one of them
addressed the other with the remark, "Why should we talk when you already
know the situation."

Andriy briefed them on Ukrainian life in the United States and Canada,
told them about the second generation Ukrainians in these countries who
already have completed college educations, and he told them about the UCCA.
Be talked to them about the UBWR . and they asked whether the UEVR has aims
similar to other committees. Andriy explained that the aims of the pEvR
are political and that it has active representation wherever the Ukrainian
emigration exists. Be also informed them about UNRadal expl wining that it
was established by the emigration.

The conversation turned to the subject of the Soviet Pavilion and
Andriy was asked what he thought of it. At this point one of the men left
the group saying he needed a shave. Andriy told them he was disappointed
with the Soviet Pavillion. Radio Kiev announced there would be a separate
Ukrainian section but this is not true. In parting, the Ukrainian gave
Andriy a photograph of Kiev's Khreshchatyk (main street) on the back of
which he wrote, "TO Andriy from Ivan, artist of the Ukrainian National
Chorus, for remembrance, 6 August 1958"

Later when Andriy went outside the motel he met 3 of the choristers,
2 Ukrainians and a Russian. They began to question Andriy about where he
came from, etc. and he suggested that they go to his room to talk. The 2
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Ukrainians agreed but the Russian excused himself saying he would join them
in about 10 minutes. They questioned Andriy about life in England, jobs
and earnings. When Andriy in turn asked them about life in the Ukraine,
they told him to take a trip and see for himself. When Andriy told them
that Ukrainians in the West read Soviet papers they were very much surprised
and asked the names of the newspapers they read. Andriy name i a few of the
Soviet newspapers and they suggested two newspapers which are published in
the Kiev Oblast and three in Odessa. Anariy did not remember the names of
the newspapers. The Russian joined them at this point and questioned Andriy
as to who directed him to this particular motel for lodging. Andriy told
him that his travel arrangements were made by the Cook's travel agency. The
Russian seemed to accept this and said that he was familiar with the name
of the agency.

The conversation again returned to the Soviet Pavillion and again
Andriy expressed his disappointment. There was much countering back and
forth, Andriy stating this was another example of Russian lies. . . Ukrainian
products being ekhibited at the Pavillion under Russian labels. The Russian
informed Andriy that the USSR had 15 republics and it was impossible to
assign a separate section to them all. The Ukrainians declared themselves
Leninists, for friendship among the peoples, against bombs, etc. Andriy
then stated,' "Why should only we Ukrainians be those first internationalists
and came out only with choirs and dance groups while the Russians represent
a leading nation of scientists? Why don't the Russians show that they are
internationalists and not imperialists?" The Russian began to wave his arms
around and shouted that this is a lie, especially when Andriy explained that
during the Ukrainian dance ensemble's stay in Finland, When it was on television,
everytime the word "Ukraine" came up the Soviet Embassy interpreters always
translated it as "u nas na rodine." One of the Ukrainians then accused Andriy
of reading too much of Erushevsky and listening to too much emigre propaganda.
Andriy replied that every Ukrainian should read Brushevsky. The conversation
was then concluded and the Russian left first. One of the Ukrainians in
taking leave asked Andriy whether he came there "to cause trouble for us."
Andriy told him that he only spoke the truth and answered all questions as
sincerely as he could.

On 7 August the choristers met Andriy and gave him the sheet music
they promised him and inquired how he enjoyed their concert. Andriy asked
the man who gave him the music whether he was not angry about the previous
day's discussions and the man replied, "That was yesterday, today we have
forgotten."

On 8 August Andriy was in the dining room when the choristers came
down to breakfast and they greeted him with, "Dobry ranok." The one Russian
who had talked with Andriy the previous day ate at a separate table with a
woman whom Andriy decided was from the Soviet Embassy.

Since there was no further need for Andriy to remain at the motel,
he checked out after having made arrangements with one of the waiters to
distribute to the choristers envelopes containing literature: the
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INFORMATION BULLETIN, the ABCASSOWARY newspaper and literary supplement and
Myroslow Prokop's book, Ukraine and Russia. In the evening Andriy returned
to the motel along with a couple from England who were to replace him. He
overheard a Russian tell Veryovka, the conductor, "This is our Bandera
organizer."

Saturday, Andriy met two of the male choristers and two female
choristers in front of a store in the vicinity of the Brussels main railroad
station. One of them was Ivan who had given Andriy the photograph of
Kreshchatyk. When the girls entered the store, Ivan asked the men whether
he could buy them a souvenir to take home. They refused saying they had
enough spending money and Ivan displayed 5,500 Belgian francs stating he
makes 2,500 rubles a month and. that Andriy is a laborer and needs the money
for himself. When Ivan noticed Andriy was carrying some literature under
his arm, he asked him for it. Andriy gave Ivan and his friend two copies
of the AECABSOWARY newspaper, two copies of Prokop t s book and 50 copies of
the INFORMATION BUILETIN. They both hid the literature in their pockets.
During the conversation, Andriy stated to the boys that he too was once a
member of the "damned Comsomol". He also remarked that Hungary and Poland,
though Communist, are guarding their national ego. He added that we
Ukrainians should follow the legacy of Khvylovy and in reply to Ivan's
query as to what legacy Andriy referred to, he quoted, "Away from Moscow."
Ivan assured Andriy that things are much better now than they were.
Kbrushchev and Kirichenko are Ukrainians and both are in the CC. Andriy
countered with the remark that he himself read Khrushchev's announcement in
the English press that he is a Russian. Andriy said he would praise
Kirichenko if he would bring Ukraine to a position similar to which Gomulka
brought Poland.. The two choristers told Andriy they enjoyed speaking with
him and asked him to extend their greetings to the Ukrainian emigration.

Andriy gave them an address in England to which they could write
letters to him

The couple from EnglAnii who Stayed at the motel after Andriy's •
departure had several conversations with the Choristers and with the wife
of the conductor. Information regarding this conversation is not yet
available. After Andriy's departure from the motel, the room charges were
raised to Iwo francs a day and the choristers were assigned another time
for breakfast.

. Oleksa Horbach and his wife arrived from Germany in Brussels
on 11 August. AECASSOWARY-27, together with Dr. Hbrbach and his wife,
visited the Soviet . Pavillion in the morning of 12 August. They took
advantage of the absence of personnel who were sleeping late after the
banquet given for Voroshilov and placed copies of the INFORMATION BULLETIN
and the bookstore address into Soviet books and among Soviet pamphlets on
display. Tourists were observed. to be walking off with copies of the IB
and the bookstore address, together with the Soviet publications, for about
a half hour) afterwhich time the Soviets noticed the Ukrainian literature
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and did away with it. The Soviet book display now has been rearranged; i.e.,
instead of books being layed out separate as before, they are piled two and
three high and it was noted that whenever someone comes along and looks at
a book and places it back, someone pops right up only seconds after the
person's departure, leafs through the book and places it hack in order. The
Soviets have hired a group of young Eastern Germans to act as these "watchmen"
near the book displays.

Two more AECASSOWARY representatives arrived from England, Kaminsky
and Konstantin Zalenko. Zaledko is now staying at the motel where the
choristers are billetted. The motel also was occupied by members of other
nationality groups from the USSR: the Moscow Symphony Orchestra, the
Moyseyev Ballet, six members of an Estonian group, Belorussians, Uzbeks,
Kazaks, Armenians and Georgians.

8 August Zalenko had a 90 minute conversation with the soloist
(female) from the Belorussian Opera in Minsk. During this time the Ukrainian
choristers were in Luxemburg. Asked about Stalin, the Belorussian replied
that he had his good and bad sides. The good one was his strategy during
World War II, the bad side was that toward the latter part of his life he
was isolated from the people._ Khrushchev meets with the people to keep
the contact alive. She stated that people can listen to VOA and RYE but they
hesitate doing so because "it is terrible American propaganda" which always
places the Soviet Union in a false light. Zalenko had introduced himself
as a •11 ; an emigre from Canada.

Later, a Russian security man (sic) joined the conversation and
accused the emigration of causing trouble for them. Re gave for example
the MOyseyev dance group in Canada being picketed with people carrying
banners referring to the Soviets as "murderers." Be stated that in Paris
somebody allegedly bought out 80% of all the tickets for the Moyseyev
dance presentation and that the concert took place in an empty auditorium.
They both expressed the opinion that Americans are good people but they
are incited to war.

15 August Zalenko met with some of the Ukrainian choristers.
They talked from 12 noon until 10 p.m. He talked with a young Ukrainian
from Drohbbych Who inquired about life in Canada and about artistic groups
there. The group listened intently to Zalenko , coua4 of life in Canada.
wef the older meMbers of the group asked a 	 orodovenko and about

ty (Herodovenko, known in the Ukraine, was a director of a mixed choral
group, now living in Canada. Kytasty, who lived in pre-war Kiev, now is the
director of the Bandurist ensemble and lives in Detroit). They inquired
whether Kytasty's Bandurist ensemble' willgo on tour. The discussion then
.turned to general political topics; i.e., the USSR wants peace, the United
States wants war and destruction. Why? They stated there are about 5
million unemployed in the U.S.A. Zalenko, who is a university student, gave
explanations without any propaganda. Frequent questions were asked by
Mishdhenko, director of the chorus, who is acquainted with the economic
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situation in the West, by Ivan Dzioba and his wife (who is from Volochyska
and commented on Zalenko's Western Ukrainian accent) and by Constantine
Malishevakl.

The group, while in conversation, was approached by the administrator
of the chorus, Gonta, who asked Zalenko to help him out as interpreter with
the Belgians. Zalenko agreed and they left the group. Gonta banded Zalenko
his card and asked him to visit in his apartment. Gonta lives alone in an
apartment in town. They agreed and 11 	 an appointment for 18 August. Gonta
stated he had two other friends who expressed a desire to meet with Zalenko
at Gonta's apartment. The choral group was scheduled to leave from Antwerp
to Leningrad by boat on 18 August and Gonta plans to leave 22 August.

	

On 10	 special table was set up in the Vatican Pavilion

	

with a Ukraini	 shchypko, available for information. Be will inform

	

tourists about	 Ukrainian book display in town and will distribute the
AECASSOWARY newspaper and other publications. The AECASSOWARIES contributed
financially to the establishment of the stand.

AFICASSOWARY-27 has prepared material for the Belgian press which
the Belgians said they would publish after Vorositilav's departure. A press
conference is planned for the future.

2. Movement of Ukrainians to Zakerzonnia and the Sys.nok Area

According to information received in Belgium from visitors from
Poland, "Ukrainians who never lived in the area before" are arriving to
the area of Zakerzonnia and particularly to the area around Syanok. These
people pose as returnees from the Western parts of Poland. The Poles explain
this as a probabl(effort on the part of the Soviets to move their border
line farther west because of the large resources of oil and natural gas in
these areas.

3Dr. Kamm& who was expected from Poland did not obtain his visa to
Bruns but his son and daughter came on 5 August. They were in Brussels
for three days and returned to Poland. through Munich, Germany, and Prague.
They took with them 100 copies of the INFORMATION BULLETIN, but were afraid
to take the Ukrainian encyclopedia because of strict controls on private cars.

hoer, eat. ()2,
4. YaroslaARYTSKOVIAN racow, ea 3 Moja 3/351; student at

Jagellonian n versity	 racow and [connected with the Ukrainian NASHE_
SIJON . ia Warsaw; ca. 25 years of age) wrote in a letter dated I agrirthat

—T7Tris coming to Brussels with a Polish Motor Club. The members will travel
in groups of four in private cars.
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AL SECO
HRYTSKOVIAN was born in the village of Vola Matiashova in the Usk°

District of Poland. As a child he witnessed the liquidation of UPA members
and was forced to bury wounded UFA soldiers who were still alive. As a result
he turned prematurely grey. He was resettled with his parents in Western
Poland. He is majoring in Russian Philology at Cracow University. He joined
the Polish student organization and became a member of the Polish Communist
party (FORP) (Polish United Workers' Party).

He organized a circle of young Ukrainians in Cracow. He is a member
of the board of the USKT (Ukrains'ke Social Kulturne TOvaristovo) in Warsaw
and a correspondent for the Ukrainian newspaper, NASHE SLOVO. He attended
the Moscow Youth festival as an interpreter.

5. LT. Oleksa Horbach of Germany informed AECASSOWARY-2 that YVriy.
,11.1 % e.,114 is pdanning to visit Poland and the Ukraine, supposedly to

v it relatives in the Volyn area and plans to meet with members of a
Ukrainian writers' club. SHERECH is a literary critic, literary scientist
and publicist who lived in Kharkiv from 1914 to 1943. He was born in Lomsa-
in 1908.  He was a lecturer and docent at Kharkov University from 1938-1943,
and pgesently_is Professor of Slavic Philology at Columbia University in
New York. Sherech is working on an anthology of Ukrainians writers, along
with Ukrainian journalist Juriy Lavrynenko and Leonid Liman

6. UUARC Representation in Poland (unconfirmed report) 

Mykola Syvitsky (member of the UT in Poland who for his ciritique
of the editorial policy of NASHE SLOVO, was removed from influence on the
newspaper's staff and is now engaged in editing the children's supplement
to the paper) in a 10 July letter to AECASSOWARY-2 stated that someone from
UUARC informed him their organization will soon be represented in Poland.
He requested that they bring him copies of the Ukrainian encyclopedia.

k)00/.'
7. 0	 tska1.25:211.-1=gp Maja 30, Trt. 7, Polska. Subject

has respon.-7-7i.	em published in NASHE SLOVO in which information was
requested regarding the whereabouts of someone's brother. In her letter the
woman stated that although she did not have any information about the brother,
she was going to expend every effort to locate him. She claims she does not
want anything in return for her efforts. She would just like to be helpful.
She claims to have an aunt and uncle in Minnesota but that, in spite of her
many letters to them, they have not sent her any word and she asks for
information regarding them. Her letter was rather lengthy, written in the
style of a "crank", and did not give the name or addresses of her relatives
in Minnesota. AECASSOWARY-2 had a reply written to her letter and asked
her for the name and address of her relatives. Her reply to this letter
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contained the name of Rosa KOSTESIN, 2222 North 24th Street, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin. Rosa is supposed to be the daughter of Subject's aunt. Khomitska
also enclosed a photograph of herself. Because ABCARTHAGE,Wis relocated
in the Milwaukee area, Rosa Kostesin and the address are being checked out
by SR/3/CE to determine whether there may be any connection. The news item
to which Khomitska replied VAS submitted by a former TWA member. The letter
in which he requested that the news item requesting information about his
brother be placed in NASBE SIOVO was mailed from Lublin and contained a
return address which he stated was not his own.

8. INFORMATION BULLETIN DISTRIBUTION

AECASSOWARY-2 outlined his new plan for mailing of the INFORMATION
BULLETIN into the UkSSR. He feels that, even if mailed from various points
and on different days from a given country, if mailed in large numbers, the
mail eventually is concentrated at a central point and, because of similarity
of envelopes, etc., could easily arouse suspicion. He feels that because
there has been no response to the IB recently (as there was in the beginning),
it is possible that the Soviets have caught on and are confiscating the mail.
The plan now is to switch from libraries and institutions addressees to
private individuals and alternate addressees and. points of origin each month,
so that each issue will be seat to a different group of names. They also
plan to give consideration to using return addressees of communist or pro-
Communist publications.

9. AECASSOWARY-2 requested that something be done about microfilming
for archives purposes, the UPA literature and documents in his possession.

10. AECASSOWARY-2 is anxious to have broadcasts beamed to Siberia.
He said he would even be willing to record broadcast tapes in the Russian
language for a starter, which is quite a concession on his pert.

11. There has been a step-up in efforts by the Soviets to cause
dissention among the emigration and to discredit the leadership. The most
recent example: In connection with the 10th Anniversary of the establish-

• :40ment of the Made, a letter VAS received by	 WARY-4 (believed to
have been sent by the Committee for Return to the Homeland) to which was
attached a photostatic copy of a document, containing the signature of
MYkola Levyts'ky (fflOads President), which exposes his supposed collab-
oration with the Gestapo against Ukrainian nationalists (copy of letter
and document attached). It has not yet been determined whether anyone else
has received similar letters but AECASS0WARY-2 believes this will be given
wide circulation among emigres by the Soviets.
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12. Possible Soviet Provocation. A letter to AECASSOWARY-27 was
received in Nbnich (at ABCASSOWARY-27'8 old address) from Orest Voloshyn,
Horolutsk, Stad. Lusk, Ulitsa Enhel'sa IA'. The letter, in Russian, reads
as follows: 0 Greetings from the USSR. Greetings unknown Orest. You will
undoubtedly be surprised by my letter, but it is nothing unusual. I
obtained your address from your friend.

In my first short letter I want to become acquainted with you via
correspondence. If this will please you, we will continue a friendly corre-
spondence. I hope that I will become your good friend. In my next letter
I will write more about myself and about that of interest to you. I will
terminate my short letter and hope for a . 	 reply. Until then,
sincere. greetings. I await a reply. Orest:' The letter addressed to
ABCABBOWARY-27 contained his middle name, Orest, which is not generally
known. AECASSOWARY-2 stated he was going to forward the letter to
AECAS8OWARY-27 in Brussels with instructions that he reply in a similar
short, innocuous way.

13. The NOV University professor who was met in East Berlin last
June by alma Hbrbach has notified her by letter that he arrived home
safely and that all at home are grateful for the gifts he brought them.
(Mote: At the meeting in Berlin he received four volumes of the Ukrainian
encyclopedia and eight technical books in different languages.) He
informed her that he is going east for a short while and expected to be
back in August. He sent her ten copies of a local paper, a Hutzul
jewelry box and an embroidered shirt.

14. AECASSOWARY-2 said he would forward any additional information
regarding Fair activities as soon as it is received. No specific date
was set for the next meeting.

,3,p, (Aerodynamic)
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Berlin, din 19. Mime 1

IDWit
261_1

MddlnOnleholtin
besettlet

011.141..Nr

.2 7. Fel% 942

ZNIn

Ioh erlaube mir,Ihnen in der Boil ' eine Wufseiohnung

fiber die Tdtigkeit und die notwendigen organieatOrleohen

inderungen innerhalb der ukrainisohen Redaktion bet der

Dienetetelle Viktoriastrasse 10 voraulegen. Diem, duf-

asiohnung words meinen unmittelbaren Vorgeeetsten vor-

gelegt. Heiner Ansioht an,kann ohne DurohfUhrung der in

der beiliegenden Schrift angefthrten Rinrichtungen die

Propaganda unter Ukrainer-in erforderliohen Vele, nicht

organiaiert warden.

lob !Att. Sie, Herr Dokter, die in Prage kommende Auf-

seiohnung gams vertraulloh auewerten tu wollen.

Heil Hitler!

V;%‘0

4irr' 114 411(k'

te"..

goPori	 rkPY3 I 

MIMI 141,01,0 poKy mHHOWAecaTb poxIB ICHyBRIDDI
YHP"a.Ax.3a ppagmuiem B AHI mBl geIB nIABogmb nIAcymam ma
POB0pATb npo saegym THX, 14H ili/U14X AiRMIB.

flpO nAIRXI,HICTO ACRICHX "MtHICTple YhT"aAN CBOPO macy
6ygo memo 6araTo oABepTmx CJOB B yxpalHemi g npeel Ta BIgna
BIAanbamm gHHHHICALMH HaMHX naniTH4HHX opramIsagIA.

An Herrn

Dr Georg Leibbrondt,

lisiehuninisteriun fdr die

besetsten Nagel:dote.

hap.amo uboro pasy C.40B0 AoKymeHTam ' , HHi KRACHOU0B-
Him 53. Bee posnoBigamb npo Te,mo HI LIHM He CITOCTOByCTbCH.

41 AcncymeHmi posnoBiAamTb npo ormAHy pan qpeeepa
YHP"amt MHROJ/H 111214mbROPO,Jum1j B AHI,HOZH 1/1CIAIHEL o6gHeagacb
Kpoem,a IT KpagI CHHH 3Hemaragm B KATiBHRX remTano , AOPIAXH-
BO nponoHyBaB HatianbHXKOBi xaynTa6TafigyHry HIHIcTepeTBa PC:DE:-
EFTA -	 CBOT noczym no npH60pKyBa14I110 YRIMIH418
niaHEITHICIB".

flepeg 8am pf ,W3HOBHI Apysi,goKymeHTH,B Rim .1116LJDK.:-.
BHmagae CHOI° nporpamy 6opoTb6H 3 lAeamo yxpalHemoro BH3B0A6-
HOPO pyxy.

HHHI BymHme nuTaHHH,Komy Tenep Aomagye
CBOT flnal:LH ocomy sanpolle YHY"aga HauloHagbHI IHTepecH YKpaim

Hema , cymulBy,go Kombn4 qemnik yKpaiHeub sHailge cnocI6
BHCZOWITH o6ypemin 8 npiaBogy Topriml .4113!Imbi .GRA HalliOHHAbHHMM
IHTepecamm pcpalHemoro Hapogy.

CHHH Yttpalmi.

Behr gethrter Herr Doktor,



•	 Berlin.den 10.2.1942.

•
•

6.0M die Propaganda fUr gas Gedankengut Grossdentaohllnda wirksamer
gestalten in kOnnen,witre is in wUnschenotass ein Vertretez der
Redaktion von Zeit su Zeit in die barrettes, Giblet. der Ukraine
reist.Dicee Reissen warden sum Haraustfinden der separatistia•h go.
ainnten Ukrainer sines positives Beitrag leisten.
7. AUX den obenangefUhrten OrUnden wUrden fUr die Zukunft dices
gelesentliohen Raison der Mitarbeiter der Redaktion smocks Sam.
lung von unnittelburen EindrUcken nicht 	 en Zweoklet is notwendigotUndige drtliche Mitarbeiter su habon,die dim
Redakteur ihre Berichte eineenien setin:Aen.Diese Lento mUsslen
vertrauenewUrdige POSISODWA 801D und von don sustAndigen Stollen
bestiamt warden.
8. Zur E2nachr8nkung sersetsender 2dtigkeit der nationalise Fanati-
ker,die ihre mindtrwertigen "Ideen" den Interessen des Deutschen
Retches gegentiberstellenorachtet der Redakteur is fUr notwendig,
sine Arbeit stir Lokalisierung der ukrainischen Nationale,, in denbefreiten Gebieten,inebeeondere in Galisien waiter su leisten.

Der Redaktenr mdchte bitten,ihm eine Mission an gestattenon
aktiven Rationalen Viz die dffentlichen Stollungnahmen in •

bewegen und auf discs Weise ihro Gleichgesinnten an bandigen.
Dies. Arbeit can nit den lhnen bekannten J .STEZIO,L,RBBIT USEander= su 'elutes.

Aue elegem Grmade wars es angebraoht,spesielle selbetitnlf,o
ukrainisehe Dendonsen duroh Schaffung eines •Scheinsenders" mit
demon "axainischer nationaler Sender" an organleieren,wo man all
dies* !risen viol lelobter berUhren kdnnto.

Be Wire angebracht.in die "ukrainische Sandungen" inch Material
aufnunehmen,das die jungen Ukrainer 7. nn Arbeitseineats in Deutsch.
land auffordertaUr diesen Zweck waxer, auch die &liven von Mitar
bolters der Redaktion each der Ukraine aussunUtsen,wo dies. den
deuteobse ltehbrdem unaittelbare Kilt. leisten kbonten.

Aufseichnund. 

his jetst wurde die Arbeit der ukrainischen Redaktion in der
Dienstatelle Viktoriastr. durch den Mengel an gelkignate n Rilfs-
mitteln eusserst •rechwert,-worauf die Redaktion lie leitenden

&Wien earmarks= semacht hat.Aus diesem Grande konnte die Pro-

paganda fiir die Ziele des Mira's selbstversthroilich nicht entspre-

chend organisiert warden.
Um die Propaganda unter der Lkrainisches Bevtakerung,sowohl

der unbesetsten els such der besetsten Gebiete ant die ndtige tidbit
su bringen,erachtet der nkrainiache Redakteur as fUr notwendig,fol-

geode Angelegenbei ten in reran&
I. Dor Redaktion mUseten suntliche in den besetsten Gebieten
erscheinende ukrainische Zeitungen stets cur VerfUgung stehen.Die
Redaktion bendtigt such deutsche Zeitungen,die stAndig Uber die
Lags in Osten berichten.
2. Der Redakseur bittetoten aitarbeitern der Redaktion den Einblick
in die authentischen Berichte der deuts-hen Behdrdem Uber die Lege
in din befreiten Gebisten an gestatten.Di• Redaktion bendtigt
dieses Material hauptatichlich ft' sine wirkeeme Propaganda fill. tab

Ootenkensut des Deutschen Retches in ten befriiten ukrainischen
Gmbieten.Diseee Material Ulm:Me can von 111...isterium fUr die besetst.
en Ostgebiete our direktvon den botreffenden Xommissaren der
Ukraine susesohickt •rhalten.
3. Die Redaktion beribtist eine authentieche eowjetische Literatur,
instsasondere sowjetische Gesetse,Varordnungen .die sowjetische

Bnerklopotie.
4. Die Redaktion ntSchte eine Obersicht Ober die Raohrichten sus

, dem lowlands im4 besooders Ober die Machrichten des eowjetischeo
losIltunks sun Vertbsong haben.Es attests wenigstens einlgen Mitglie-
Aare der Redaktion geatattet sein,ethndig die feindliche propagan-
listieche Material an prUfen.Nur &Ann wird es der Redaktion mdglich
eein.dle Grusdlage fUndie LOsung der vor dos Redakteur •tehmtlimo
Aufsabes su *chaffs's.
S. Die Redaktion Went, sum standisen Abhdren der sowjetiechen
Bosituekeendtossen *Ingo Radloapparat so ihrerVerfUgung babes.



Bear Friends,

'Ally of this year marked 10 years of existence of the UNRada.
Traditionally, during the days of jubilee results are examined and the
meritorious deeds of various individuals are discussed.

There was much said overtly in the Ukrainian press and by responsible
active members of our political organizations about the "deeds" of certain
"ministers" of the Maeda.

This time we will let those documents speak which better than anything
else tell about that which cannot be rectified.

These documents tell About the abominable role of the UNRada premier,

t
Mykola Livyts'ky, who, in the days of Ukrainian bloodshed and When her

, finer sons were suffering in the hands of the Gestapo hangmen, conven-
iently proposed his services to the chief of the central ministry of
Rosenberg-Leibrandt to tame the Ukrainian "fanatics."

Before you, dear friends, are the documents in which Livyts'ky lays
out his program for the struggle with the ideals of the Ukrainian libera-
tion movement.

Today the question arises--to whom does Livyts'ky propose his plans,
to whom is the UNRada selling Ukrainian nationalist interests?

There is no doubt that every respectable Ukrainian will find a way
to voice his protest against Livyts'ky's bargainings with the nationalist
interests of the Ukrainian people.

Sons of Ukraine

Translation from Ukrainian



Berlin
10 February 1942

REPORT

Up to now the work of the Ukrainian editorial staff at HQ Viktoria St.

10 was very difficult because of lack of proper arrangements. This fact has

been passed on to higher echelons. As a result, the propaganda activities

did not achieve the objectives formulated by the Ffihrer.

The Ukrainian editor considers necessary that the following matters be

settled in order to increase the effectiveness of propaganda in the occupied

and unoccupied Ukraine.

1. , The editorial staff must have access to all Ukrainian newspapers

published in the occupied territories; it should also see the German news-

papers which constantly report on the Eastern situation.

2. The editorial staff requests that its members have access to all of-

ficial German reports concerning the situation in the liberated territories.

The editorial staff needs this material for an effective propaganda dealing

with the German thinking in the liberated territories. This material could

be obtained from the Ministry for the Occupied Eastern Territories or directly

from the Commissar of the Ukraine.

3. The editorial staff should have at its disposal official Soviet

literature, especially Soviet decrees, directives, and the Soviet encyclo-

pedia.

• The editorial staff would like to get a survey about information

from abroad, especially news items of the Soviet radio. At least a few



members of the staff should be able to review constantly enemy propaganda

material. Only under these circumstances can the editorial staff fulfill

its mission.

5. The editorial staff must have at its disposal a receiver set in

order to monitor Soviet broadcasts.

6. In order to get acquainted with German thinking, a representative

of the editorial staff should from time to time take a trip to the liberated

parts of the Ukraine. These tripe would be beneficial for identifying any

separatist groups.

7. In order to strengthen the latter aspect, it would be necessary to

have local representatives who would continuously send their reports. They

must be dependable persons and would be designated by HQ.

8. The chief editor deems it necessary that the destructive activity

of the nationalist fanatics be restricted and localized in the liberated

territories, especially in Galicia. The chief editor asks that he be allowed

to undertake a mission, which would result in an official pronouncement by

active nationalists that would quiet down their followers. He would like to

undertake this mission with J. STEM, L. BEMENT, and others.

In addition it would be appropriate to establish a fake radio sender

with the designation "Ukrainian National Sender" in order to send independent

Ukrainian broadcasts which could discuss all these questions more easily.

These "Ukrainian broadcasts" could include appeals to young Ukrainians

for work in Germany. Therefore, such a trip of the editorial staff to the

Ukraine would greatly benefit the German authorities.
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Berlin
19 February 194

Dr. Georg Leibhardt	 .
Ministry for the Occupied Eastern Territories

Dear Sir,

I want to submit to you a report about my activities and proposals of

the Ukrainian editorial staff at HQ Viktoria St. 10. I showed this report to

my immediate superior. I believe that an effective propaganda among the

Ukrainians cannot be carried out without considering my proposals.

Please treat my statement confidential.

Hell Hitler

Nikolaus Livytzkyj
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